Welcome to the Wild West
By Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’

Since America is Wild West where
lawlessness prevails and people are shot in
schools, churches, malls, and even inside
the Capitol building, the Republic of
Alabanda announced today that any
Alabandian citizen
planning a visit to
the U.S. will be
outfitted with
weaponry and
armor-related
accessories for safety
reasons.
This country will
arm citizens with
whatever they need
to survive, including
rocket launchers. Little is known about the
Republic of Alabanda except that both
polygamy and cannibalism are legal in
Alabanda similar to the U.S.A. where
anyone can shoot anyone at the drop of a
hat.
There are several ways Alabanda might arm
citizens which will assure that they will not
be arrested at American airports for
carrying weapons. Alabandians entering the
US legally will be given weapons vouchers
which can then be redeemed at the nearest
Alabandian Embassy.
Alabandians going to smaller US cities will
be given a voucher for a Smith and Wesson
500, 50 rounds of ammunition, and a
bulletproof vest. Visitors to larger cities like
Boston, Houston, and Washington D.C. will

get vouchers for an AK-47, Uzi, or AR-15
Assault rifle, 500 rounds, and full body
armor.
Alabandians going to American murder
capitols such as
Chicago, New York or
Atlanta get all the
above plus vouchers
for hand grenades, a
flame thrower, and
an Airtronic GS-777
handheld rocket
launcher. In special
cases, Alabandian
citizens may apply
for a voucher
redeemable at any
location of Abdul’s Rent-a-Tank. The
Alabandian Embassy is in New York,
located in a pawn shop on Upper Broadway.
Alabandian citizens who wish to enter the
US illegally can get their weapons at the
Alabandian Embassy in Mexico City.
America believes in an open-door policy,
anyway.
Other countries are so impressed by this
Alabandian move that they may require
their citizens visiting the U.S. to do the
same. Iran and Afghanistan are rumored to
follow the suit first. The news is spreading
like wildfire. Rumor is that the king of the
Republic of Alabanda, HH Massadossa
Canabassa VI is nominated for the Nobel
peace prize.

